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Energize your skin care ritual with the Gemstone Collection
Prepare to glow from the inside out with a completely transformative skin care experience.  

Stimulate your senses and reveal balanced, energized, glowing skin. 

Turmeric 
Energizing Treatment

with Citrine Gemstones

Think of this treatment as a 3-in-1 
fl ash facial — a stimulant, an exfoliant 

and a masque. This supercharged 
powder-to-mousse formula instantly 
warms the skin as zeolite binds to 
toxins and draws out impurities. 

A touch of spicy paprika amplifi es 
the heat as it invigorates and boosts 
circulation, without the associated 
redness. As the treatment dries, 
kaolin clay purifi es and repairs 

while turmeric brightens and calms 
infl ammation. When removing, buff  
the treatment into the skin to slough 
away impurities and reveal irresistibly 

soft, luminous, energized skin.

RECOMMENDED USE: For your at-
home skin care ritual, use this product 
1-2 times per week. See protocol(s) 
for recommended professional use. 

KEY INGREDIENTS: Turmeric, Citrine 
Gemstones, Paprika, Zeolite, Kaolin Clay

RETAIL: 60 g / 2 oz
PRO: 140 g / 5 oz

Charcoal
Exfoliating Gel Cleanser

with Malachite Gemstones

Wash away impurities, balance 
oil production and reduce the 
appearance of pores with this 

exfoliating gel cleanser. 
This mildly gritty lather gently 

removes build-up from the skin’s 
surface through manual exfoliation 
while charcoal absorbs impurities 

and toxins from pores. Antioxidant-
rich blue matcha revitalizes 
while peppermint cools and 

refreshes the skin.

RECOMMENDED USE: For oily to 
normal skin types, this cleanser 
is perfect for daily use. For more 
sensitive to dry skin types, this is 
a perfect option for a detoxifying 

cleanse 1-2 times per week. 
See protocol(s) for recommended 

professional use.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Charcoal, Malachite 
Gemstones, Blue Matcha, Peppermint

RETAIL: 150 ml / 5 fl  oz
PRO: 150 ml / 5 fl  oz

Camellia Glow 
Solid Face Oil

with Pink Tourmaline Gemstones

Prepare to be uplifted as this solid 
face oil melts into cleansed skin and 
absorbs deeply to impart incredibly 
nourishing benefi ts. Brimming with 
luxurious botanical oils — camellia, 

hemp seed and marula — this 
dreamy blend replenishes the skin 
with vitamins, essential fatty acids 
and protective antioxidants. It aids 
in collagen production, encourages 

cell turnover and enhances the skin’s 
ability to retain moisture to reveal 

glowing, supple and rejuvenated skin. 

RECOMMENDED USE: Perfect for 
normal to dry skin types, this solid 

oil fi ts seamlessly into any skin care 
ritual in place of a traditional face oil. 
See protocol(s) for recommended 

professional use.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Camellia Oil, 
Pink Tourmaline Gemstones, 
Marula Oil, Hemp Seed Oil

RETAIL: 30 ml / 1 fl  oz
PRO: 30 ml / 1 fl  oz
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Prepare for a new skin care experience.  
The Gemstone Collection is made with natural 
gemstones to uplift your whole being from the inside 
out. Each formula will transform before your eyes 
and stimulate your senses as powerful botanicals 
reveal balanced, energized, glowing skin.

Unleash your inner glow. Melt into 
your desires and reveal your most 
vibrant self.

This beautiful solid face oil is blended 
with luxurious camellia oil, pink 
tourmaline gemstones and marula 
oil to soften and deeply nourish the 
skin. Melt a small dab into your palm, 
close your eyes and let your senses 
guide you as you massage in to 
reveal your healthiest glow.

PINK TOURMALINE
The stone of self love and 
inner healing. Found to provide 
gentle, soothing energy to 
promote a vibrant perspective 
on life and instill a sense of 
peace and serenity.

the BALANCER Shine your brightest. Awaken your 
senses with warm, uplifting positivity.

Formulated with turmeric, citrine 
gemstones and zeolite, this spicy 
golden powder is as stimulating 
as it appears. As you slowly add 
water, activate your treatment into a 
fluffy mousse bursting with energy. 
Embrace the warm, exfoliating 
sensation and reveal silky,  
luminous skin.

FEEL THE HEAT
Meet zeolite, a naturally occurring mineral and 
detox extraordinaire. When zeolite touches water, 
it activates — releasing a burst of energy.  
This is the warm, pulsing heat you feel on your 
skin. Let the heat work its magic to open pores, 
boost circulation and awaken the senses.

*Associated with a significant decrease in 
transepidermal water loss after 21 days 
of twice daily application

87% 
of users experienced a  
healthier looking skin glow*

Make space for balance. 
Embrace the feeling of cool, 
calm clarity.

Formulated with charcoal, 
malachite gemstones and  
blue matcha, this supercharged 
purifying cleanser transforms 
from a gel to a soft exfoliating 
lather to wash away impurities 
and reveal a balanced 
complexion. CITRINE

The stone of light and 
happiness. This little piece 
of sunshine is used to 
turn negative energy into 
positive, inspire creativity 
and allow productivity to 
flow abundantly.

MALACHITE
The stone of 
transformation and 
protection. A support 
when facing fears and 
overcoming personal 
obstacles to make 
space for optimism 
and new growth.

the ENERGIZER

the NOURISHER

Share your best #energizeandglow look  
on Instagram! Your photo could be featured  
on @eminenceorganics

For mixology and application tips,  
visit our blog and YouTube channel
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Transforms into  
a fluffy mousse


